
More comfort

In the Main Building, you will find modern rooms that integrate the rich local 
culture through craft objects of Akita.  Enjoy a soothing ambience and superior 
comfort in these inviting spaces.  Whether you are travelling for business or 
pleasure, our hotel adapts to your needs to make your stay unforgettable.  
Indulge in comfortable accommodation and a peaceful getaway in our private 
rooms.

The North Wing provides you with the opportunity to explore Akita through 
rooms that reflect the changing seasons and showcase the traditional 
craftsmanship of the region.  Don't miss the chance to discover the beauty of 
the "New Akita" in our North Wing, equipped with the latest falicities to offer 
you a unique and elegant experience.

Restaurants
Dining Manyo
Enjoy eclectic Japanese and Western cuisine 
in a new way of dining in a sophisticated and 
relaxed atomosphere

Chinese restaurant of Shanghai
From breakfast to dinner, enjoy the quality cuisine of this restaurant, 
showcasing the finest ingredients and vegetables Akita has to offer

and relaxation

Fitness

Experience and feel
"New Akita time"

JEXER Light Gym   Open 24 hours

Training yourself anytime during the stay

Banquet halls

Satisfy you with...

From large to small, several types 
of halls for meal and meeting

Connection and location
Easy to go anywhre! Next to JR 
Akita station and Airport limousine 
bus stop is just in front of our hotel

Sightseeing
Soft and fluffy! Akita dogs wait for 
you. Museums and parks are in 
walking distance, also you can 
enjoy beautiful sights which 
changes by seasons

Shopping
Duty free shops 
are the next door 
to the hotel

We heart-warmingly

welcome you

and provide 

the best services

to you!



  HOTEL METROPOLITAN AKITA

  7-2-1, Nakadori, Akita-city, Akita,  010-8530  JAPAN

  TEL  +81 18-831-2222   /   FAX  +81 18-831-2290

  https://akita.hotel-metropolitan.com

[ Access to Akita city ]

By Akita Shinkansen "KOMACHI"

* From Tokyo  - about 4 hours
* From Sendai  - about 2 hours
* From Morioka  - about 1 hour 30 mins

By Airplane

* From Tokyo  - about 1 hour
* From Osaka  - about 1 hour 40 mins
* From Nagoya  - about 1 hour 20 mins
* From Hokkaido  - about 1 hour

Reccomend!
Enjoy local train trips by Gono Line -
Resort Shirakami, with the view of 
beautiful nostalgic scenes from the train 


